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total energy measurement 
 all flavors, all sky 

are the three observations consistent? 

astronomy: angular resolution 
superior (<0.4o) 



starting events	

•  three methods are consistent 
•  excess cosmic flux < 100 TeV? 

upgoing muons Glashow 



high-energy starting events – 7.5 yr 

oscillations of PeV neutrinos over cosmic 
distances to 1:1:1 



tau decay length: 
50m per PeV 



 event topologies 



high-energy starting events (starting) – 7.5 yr 

Double	cascade	Event	#1	
	

Double	cascade	Event	#2	

“Bright”	DOMs	not	used	in	reconstruc<on	
Direc<on	and	two	reconstructed	cascades	shown	in	dark	gray	



a cosmic tau neutrino: livetime 17m  





the first Glashow resonance event: 

anti-νe + atomic electron à real W at 6.3 PeV 



Partially contained event with energy ~ 6 PeV 



•  partially-contained PeV search 
•  deposited energy: 5.9±0.18 PeV 
•  typical visible energy is 93% 

•  à resonance: Eν = 6.3 PeV 
 

work	on-going	

Glashow resonance: anti-νe + atomic electron à real W 



muon 

DOM 

muon (v=c) outraces the light propagating from the electromagnetic component (v<c) 
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120 cosmic neutrinos 
~12 separated from atmospheric background with E>60 TeV 

structure in the map results from neutrino absorption by the Earth 





•  we observe a diffuse flux of neutrinos from 
extragalactic sources 

•  a subdominant Galactic component cannot be 
excluded (no evidence reaches 3σ level) 

 



radiation 
and dust 

black hole 
neutron star

                à p + π0

~ cosmic ray + gamma

NEUTRINO BEAMS: HEAVEN & EARTH
Neutrino Beams: Heaven & Earth 

p + γ à n + π+

~ cosmic ray + neutrino 

ν and γ beams : heaven and earth 
accelerator	is	powered	by	
large	gravita<onal	energy	



γ

p 

ν 

gamma rays accompanying IceCube neutrinos interact 
with interstellar photons and fragment into multiple lower 

energy gamma rays that reach earth 

e+ 

e- 
γ



e+ 

e- 

γ

GeV 

PeV 

γ + γCMB à e+ + e- 
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cosmic 
neutrinos 

Fermi 
gammas 

E-2.15 

π + = π − = π 0



•  energy density of neutrinos in the non-thermal 
Universe is the same as that in gamma-rays 



note that the gammas rays accompanying < 100 TeV 
neutrinos are not seen suggesting a hidden source(s) 



cosmic 
neutrinos 

Fermi 
gammas 

E-2.15 

π + = π − = π 0

E-2.19 



π + = π − = π 0

more than 80% 
blazars 

less than 6% 
Fermi balzars 



Fermi sources 
are mostly 

blazars 
 

common sources? 
 
à 

multimessenger 
astronomy o	



Fermi sky: mostly bazars 
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IceCube Trigger 

43 seconds after trigger, GCN notice was sent 
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IceCube 170922  

Fermi 
detects a flaring 
blazar within 0.1o 

MAGIC 
detects emission of 
> 100 GeV gammas 







we know this one is hadronic 



•  we do not see our own Galaxy 
•  we do not see the nearest extragalactic 
    sources 
•  we find a blazar at 4 billion lightyears! 



•  neutrino: time 22.09.17, 20:54:31 UTC 
                   energy 290 TeV 
                   direction RA 77.43o Dec 5.72o 
 

•  Fermi-LAT: flaring blazar within 0.1o (7x steady flux)  

•  MAGIC: TeV source in follow-up observations 

•  follow-up by 12 more telescopes 

•  à IceCube archival data (without look-elsewhere effect) 

•  à Fermi-LAT archival data 

 
multiwavelength campaign launched by 

IC 170922 



search in archival 
IceCube data: 

•  150 day flare in 
December 2014 of 

     19 events (bkg <6) 
•  10-5 bkg. probability 
•  accompanied by 

hardest Fermi 
spectrum in the 10 
years of data (E-1.7).



Why not seen before? 



we identified a source of high energy cosmic rays: 
 

the active galaxy (blazar) TXS 0506+056 at a 
redshift of 0.33 

 
extensive multiwavelength campaign will allow us 

to study the first cosmic accelerator 





Neutrino flux from episodic emission from a fraction of a source 
class  

Flaring Sources and the Diffuse Neutrino Flux 

Adopting for the observation of 2014 neutrino burst for TXS:

A special class of blazars that undergo ~ 110-day 
duration flares like TXS 0506+056 once every 10 
years accommodates the observed diffuse flux of 
high-energy cosmic neutrinos.  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.07439.pdf!



Relating to the Cosmic Rays 

The equal energetics of cosmic rays and neutrinos dictates 

Is this compatible with the gamma ray 
observations? 

high opacity for p-gamma 
interaction. Expected for an 
efficient neutrino emitter! 

The CRs energy injection rate 

Finding the pion production 
efficiency of the neutrino source 

Gamma ray opacity is connected to pion efficiency  

HE gamma rays will be 
absorbed at the source! 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.07439.pdf!



The Multimessenger Picture

Neutrino flux  energetics! Gamma ray flux outside the  source 
shifted to lower energies

EBL Absorption! Observed flux 
@ Fermi

*Fermi data from S. Garrappa+, TeVPA2018
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.07439.pdf!



Conclusions 
 
•  discovered cosmic neutrinos with an energy density similar to 

the one of gamma rays. 

•  neutrinos are essential for understanding the non-thermal 
universe. 

•  identified the first high-energy cosmic ray accelerator 
 
•  from discovery to astronomy: more events, more telescopes  
    IceCube-Gen2, KM3NeT and GVD (Baikal) 

 

 

 



how large a detector? 

beam                         target 

produces the observed      nearby radiation fields    
 cosmic rays                     hydrogen/dust 



generic theoretical framework 






